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Re
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Improper Release from Court of Queen's Bench
On October 24, 2008, you asked me to conduct an investigation of the improper release
from custody of a Regina Provincial Correctional Centre inmate from the Court of
Queen's 'Bench in Regina on October 22,2008. You provided the following Terms of
Reference for my investigation:
"To assistthe Government of Saskatchewanin the managementof its public safety
goals, I would ask that you conduct a review of the above referenced incident. In
conducting your review, I would ask that you pay specific attention to the following:
1. the circumstances surrounding the improper releaseof [the inmate], and the actions
taken by officials in the Ministry thereafter, including:
a. what are the factual circumstances which led to [the inmate's] release?
b. how was the error discovered?
c. once it was determined that his releasewas improper, what actions were taken
by officials in responseand when were those actions taken?
2.- what were the applicable practices, policies and procedures in place at the time of
the improper release governing the actions to be taken by officials in responseto
these types of incidents and were those practices, policies and procedures followed?
3. as a result of your findings, should changesto existing Ministry practices, policies
and procedures be considered to ensure that inappropriate release incidents are
minimized, that officials respond appropriately to them and that timely public
notification is provided?
Please report to me on your findings as well as any recommendations that you may have
to prevent similar incidents in the future and ensure proper public notification. You are
free to conduct your review in any manner you consider appropriate and to make
comments and recommendations on these matters and any other matters which you
consider relevant to achieving the purposes of this review."
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my investigation report pursuant to your request.

Doug Moen, Q.C.
Deput~Minister of Justice
and Attorney General
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INVESTIGATION REPORT
IMPROPER RELEASE OF REGINA PROVINCIAL CORRECTIONAL CENTRE
INMATE FROM THE COURT OF QUEEN’S BENCH
October 22, 2008
Facts
On October 22nd, 2008, an inmate appeared before the Court of Queen’s Bench on
robbery-related charges. The Judge acquitted the inmate of all charges that were in front
of her that day.
Prior to his appearance in court, the inmate was being held in custody on remand at the
Regina Provincial Correctional Centre (RPCC). The inmate’s appearance in court that
morning ended at approximately 9:10 a.m. He was then returned to cells at the Court of
Queen’s Bench.
At approximately 9:15 a.m., a provost officer with the RCMP (the provost officer), was
responsible for dealing with the inmate. The duties of a provost officer are to transport
prisoners and accused from correctional centres to court and, depending upon the result
of court proceedings, to transport them back to the centre. As the inmate had been
acquitted of his charges that day, the provost officer was not sure whether there were any
additional charges outstanding against the inmate. He phoned the RPCC and talked to an
admitting officer (the admitting officer) and asked if there were any other “holds” against
the inmate. Following a review of the paper record that he had at the admitting office,
the admitting officer advised that there were no other charges on which to hold the
inmate. At about 9:25 a.m., the provost officer escorted the inmate to the main level of
the Court of Queen's Bench and released him.
According to the admitting officer, within 10 to 15 minutes of giving the advice that he
gave to the provost officer, the admitting officer reviewed the electronic record of the
inmate and realized that there was a robbery charge originating in Prince Albert. The
admitting officer advised his supervisor (the admission supervisor) of his error. The
admitting officer phoned a clerk at the Court of Queen’s Bench to confirm the charges
involved, and then asked if the inmate was still in custody and if the provost officer had
left the building. At about 9:50 a.m., the admitting officer contacted the provost officer
by phone asking if he still had the inmate in custody as he was still remanded to custody
in Prince Albert. The provost officer said that the inmate had been released, but that the
inmate might go back to the RPCC to retrieve his belongings. The admitting officer then
contacted a property officer at the RPCC at approximately 10:45 a.m. to request that if
the inmate returned for his belongings, that he not be allowed to leave as there was a
remand warrant for him.
At about 12 noon, the admission supervisor went upstairs to inform the Deputy Director
of Operations of the incident. The Deputy Director was out for lunch. The admission
supervisor was advised that the Director of the facility was in the building but not in his
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office. The admission supervisor does not appear to have left a message or made any
additional effort to contact a superior. He then returned to the admitting office working
in close proximity to the admitting officer. Both men talk about this day as being hectic.
A new staff member was being trained, the court runs were heavy and they were having
problems operating some of the equipment in the new correctional facility.
Somewhere between 3 and 3:30 p.m., the admission supervisor leaves his shift to go
home. He reports that he mentions the incident to the admitting officer, who he says
replied “Don’t worry, I’ve got it handled.” He indicates that after working with the
admitting officer for approximately 10 years, he trusted and relied upon him, as he had
never been let down in the past.
At 6:11 p.m., the admitting officer placed an unlawfully at large (UAL) advisory on the
Corrections Management Information System (CMIS), the electronic system used by
correctional facilities. This appears to be the first time he addresses the file in the
afternoon. He explains that he was incredibly busy during the course of the day. There
was also the possibility that the inmate would return to retrieve his belongings, which did
not in fact occur. Earlier in the day, he had prepared a package of material to be faxed to
the RCMP. At around 7 p.m. he leaves for the day without sending that material to the
RCMP. He describes that failure as a mental lapse on his part.
At 7:30 a.m. the next day (October 23rd), the admitting officer returns to work and reports
that “I noticed the package had not been faxed out and immediately sent it out.” At
7:45 a.m., an official at Head Office was going over the CMIS logs and noticed that the
admitting officer had declared the inmate unlawfully at large. The Head Office official
advised his supervisor of the incident and was told to gather more information. At
8:15 a.m., the Head Office official phoned the admitting officer to get clarification and
asked him to complete an incident report. The admitting officer completed the incident
report (Appendix 1) at 8:52 a.m. The Head Office official then called back
approximately 20 minutes later and told the admitting officer to fax the unlawfully at
large package on the inmate to the RCMP. The admitting officer actually did that at
10:43 a.m. However, the RCMP detachment officers did not pick up this fax until
approximately 4 p.m. that day.
Senior staff at RPCC were not advised of the incident by the admitting office. They
became aware of the incident as a result of an email from Head Office at around
11:30 a.m.
At approximately 10 a.m., the official from Head Office responsible for correctional
facility operations (the provincial director) was made aware of the incident. The
provincial director believed the Deputy Minister and Minister of Corrections, Public
Safety and Policing (CPSP) would want to be made aware of the incident. A brief email
was sent to the Deputy Minister at 10:26 a.m. (Appendix 2) advising of the incident and
indicating that a briefing note would follow with more detail. At 10:29 a.m., the Deputy
Minister wrote back to say “thanks”. At that point, the Deputy Minister was in the office
of the Minister of CPSP assisting with Question Period. A briefing note was sent by
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email to the Deputy Minister at 11:00 a.m. (Appendix 3). The Deputy Minister leaves the
legislature around 11:15 a.m. to return to his office.
The Deputy Minister advises that he did not fully read the email until approximately
11:45 a.m. Once he read the email, he believed he needed clarification and additional
information before advising the Minister’s Office. The Deputy Minister did not see a
reason to immediately advise the Minister’s Office because the situation did not directly
fit the criteria established in the “Prison Break” policy of August 26th, 2008, approved by
Executive Council and the Minister’s Office. The policy is set out as follows:
Prison “Breaks”
Effective immediately, we will ensure all media outlets plus the Deputy Minister, Chief of
Staff to the Minister, and Minister are aware of a ‘break’ regardless of character as soon
as possible.
Ideally, this will be within one hour. The public release can be brief advising that:
- “x” inmates have escaped;
- indicate whether inmate(s) are considered/not considered dangerous;
- the matter is being investigated by police;
- more information is to follow as it becomes available, etc.
The Deputy Minister had other matters which he had to deal with when he returned to the
office. Accordingly, he arranged to meet with officials of CPSP on this and other issues
at 2 p.m. At the end of that meeting the Deputy Minister asked one of his officials to
contact the Minister’s Office to advise of the incident. That contact was made at
approximately 3:20 p.m. The Minister was advised at approximately 4 p.m.
The Deputy Minister was called to the Minister’s Office shortly thereafter. The Minister
was concerned about why he had not been advised of the incident sooner.
In his statement, the Deputy Minister states that “In hindsight, of course, I could/should
have advised the Minister’s Office earlier and I naturally accept responsibility for that.
However, as stated above, given I knew based on previous experiences that more
questions would be asked by the Minister, I took steps to get more information before I
asked [the Director of Communications] to call the Chief of Staff.”
That evening the Deputy Minister decided to suspend two CPSP employees with pay
while a full investigation of the incident was undertaken. The next morning the Minister
of Corrections, Public Safety and Policing spoke to the press about the incident and
raised concerns about the Ministry and about the Deputy Minister of CPSP. At about
4 p.m., the Deputy Minister was advised that he was suspended with pay pending the
outcome of this review.
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Analysis
The admitting office of RPCC was a hectic place on October 22nd, as it is most days.
There was a very steady flow of prisoners between that facility and the court system. The
admitting office had just moved into the new correctional center and there were many
challenges with implementation. The employees would describe the workload as heavy.
Management would agree that workload is significant and a great deal of precision is
required. They would also say that it is possible to stop work to correct and deal with an
error – the only impact is to delay other work in the queue. Management and employees
at RPCC agree that an event of this kind is very rare and it would be viewed as quite
serious.
It is clear that the admitting officer provided incorrect information to the provost officer
and that this resulted in the release of the inmate. The admitting officer suggests that the
provost officer also bears some responsibility for this situation. He claims documentation
had been given to the provost officer by RPCC when the inmate left the facility
indicating that the inmate had another charge for which he was remanded, and that he
should be returned to the facility regardless of the result of court that day. CPSP officials
produced sample copies of such documentation for this review, which substantiates the
admitting officer’s claim. However, there was no copy of what was actually provided to
the provost officer. That material was disposed of by the provost officer after the inmate
was released. The provost officer cannot recall if the documentation contained any
information regarding the return of the inmate.
However, the admitting officer also acknowledged that when he took the call from the
provost officer, he bore the responsibility for handling the file properly. His mistake in
providing the wrong information is human error. It is going to happen in a busy work
environment and I am advised that it happens rarely.
The admitting officer advised the admission supervisor of the incident. He called the
court house and then the provost officer. He learned that the inmate had been released
but that he might return to RPCC for his belongings. The admitting officer called the
property office and asked them to hold the inmate if he arrived. All of this is appropriate
and occurs before 11 a.m.
What happened then is more troubling. The admission supervisor took the responsibility
to advise his superiors, but neither was present. He did not leave a message or return to
advise them later. He did not provide an email message when he returned to his
workstation. He did not attempt to contact them by phone. They do not learn of the
incident until the next day – hearing this for the first time from Head Office staff. The
admission supervisor clearly had a responsibility to ensure that this incident was reported
to his superiors pursuant to the policy on “Reporting of Serious Incidents in Correctional
Facilities” and the RPCC “Standing Order on Information Sharing” (Appendix 4 and 5).
For some reason, the admission supervisor is of the view that his responsibility was met
when, as he left the facility at approximately 3:30 p.m., he received an assurance that the
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admitting officer would deal with it. However, once he knew of the incident he had a
responsibility to move this information up the hierarchy and he failed to do so.
The admitting officer’s response was also insufficient. He did not send out a UAL
notification until around 6 p.m. that day. That notice was placed on CMIS – it did not go
to the RCMP. He prepared material to be sent to the RCMP, but he neglected to send it
out that day. He only sent it out the next morning after being prodded to do so by Head
Office. This is not appropriate practice. He attributes the hectic working environment as
the excuse for these departures from appropriate practice. He seemed to be relying on the
possibility that the inmate might return voluntarily to collect his belongings.
Both employees are described by corrections staff as dedicated and hard working. Their
knowledge of the process and procedures in the admitting area is viewed as invaluable.
They operate the admitting area efficiently, despite high volume of work, short timelines,
and numerous interruptions usually by phone calls.
I am concerned that the fax to the RCMP sat unread for about five hours. The RCMP
should have been phoned regarding the fax, particularly given the length of time it had
already taken to have the material sent to the RCMP. Discussions need to occur with the
RCMP to rectify that situation. Further discussion with the RCMP is also required to
determine whether, when provost officers learn of an UAL from contact with corrections
facility staff, notification should also occur inside the RCMP detachment by the provost
officer.
The information needed to determine a prisoner’s status after being released by a court is
maintained on CMIS. However, neither the RCMP provost officers, nor the Sheriffs in
provincial court have access to the CMIS system. Accordingly, it is not possible for
provost officers or Sheriffs to check the CMIS system to determine a prisoner’s status.
Therefore, they call the correctional center. This creates additional work for already busy
admitting areas in those facilities and chances for error in situations where CMIS is not
quickly accessible to admitting staff. In the short term, consideration should be given as
to whether some form of access to CMIS can be provided to these groups. In the longer
term, consideration should be given to an electronic system which integrates information
management in the court and correctional systems. This would result in better
communication between courts and corrections, a single record for a prisoner at all stages
in the system and less duplication of effort.
Additionally, the continued implementation of video court proceedings in all adult secure
custody facilities in the province could assist in preventing future incidents. Video court
proceedings permit a prisoner to appear in court by way of closed circuit camera without
physically leaving the facility. Aside from addressing issues of improper release, video
court reduces the need for transporting prisoners to court and back to the facility thereby
preventing potential for escape and reducing costs. Video court has been successfully
implemented in Saskatoon and some remote areas of the province, and is expected to be
implemented soon at RPCC.
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Once Head Office became aware of the situation on the morning of October 23rd, the
response from Head Office staff was timely. The appropriate notifications occurred.
The key issue to examine on October 23rd involves the actions of the Deputy Minister and
the time he took to advise his Minister of the incident. The Deputy Minister
acknowledges that he could and should have advised the Minister’s Office earlier and
accepts responsibility. It is clear that there was a heightened tension following the prison
break in August which lead to the establishment of the policy of timely notification of the
Minister, the Chief of Staff and the media. It is also clear that the incident did not
directly fit within that policy – it was not a prison break. Yet it had some obvious
similarities and the Minister had expectations of timely notification of incidents.
From interviews with staff, all knew there was a heightened concern and believed that the
Minister needed to be advised. The question is how quickly was that required.
In looking at the Deputy Minister’s actions, while they could have been more timely, they
are understandable. He received the email at approximately 10:30 a.m. but did not fully
read it until approximately 11:45 a.m. He felt he needed further information. He did not
meet with staff immediately because he had other matters he had to deal with. He
requested that staff be available at 2 p.m. He asked for additional information and,
following the meeting, he directed staff to advise the Minister’s office which occurred at
3:15 p.m. Could he have moved more quickly – yes. Were his actions unreasonable – no
– particularly when one considers that getting the correct information is important under
the circumstances. He did not have a comfort level with providing the information until
after the 2:00 p.m. discussion.
In retrospect, it may have been a wiser move for the Deputy Minister to provide some
preliminary information to the Minister at an earlier point given the Minister’s
expectation for timely notification. The Deputy Minister made an assessment that he
needed additional facts prior to informing the Minister. This was, in the mind of the
Deputy Minister, done for good reason and, on the face of it, was not unreasonable in the
circumstances.
On balance, I would recommend that the suspension be lifted and that the
Deputy Minister continue in his role as a Deputy Minister.

What were the applicable practices, policies and procedures in place at the time of
the improper release governing the actions to be taken by officials in response to
these types of incidents and were those practices, policies and procedures followed?
At RPCC, there were certainly practices between admitting staff and the RCMP provost
officer relating to provision of information. It is not an unusual practice for the provost
officer to phone the admitting staff to determine whether a person must be returned.
There was also a well established practice at the RPCC admitting office of providing
written documentation to the provost officer in charge of the inmate at the time the
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inmate leaves the facility, which documentation includes information about whether the
inmate is required to be returned.
In this case, it appears those practices were followed. The provost officer likely had
documentation specifying that the inmate needed to be returned to RPCC following the
court appearance. But once the inmate was acquitted of the charges, the provost officer
felt he needed to call and check to see if the inmate needed to be returned. He called the
admitting office of the RPCC for that information as per the common practice and
received incorrect information, leading to the release of the inmate. The problem here
was not so much the lack of a practice or procedure but of human error in not properly
reviewing the documentation – both by the provost officer and the admitting officer.
The improper release of the inmate constitutes a serious incident in a correctional facility.
As such, two existing policies applied to this situation:
1. Divisional Directive Security Policy 0012 entitled “Reporting of Serious
Incidents in Correctional Facilities” (the Serious Incident Policy). This is a
Ministry policy applicable to all correctional facilities in the province; and
2. The “Standing Order on Information Sharing” (the Information Sharing Policy)
which is specifically applicable to the RPCC.
These two policies require the timely reporting of serious incidents by staff to
supervisors.
According to the Serious Incident Policy, every correctional center is to have local
procedures to ensure the reporting of serious incidents to the on-call facility manager.
Once reported, the correctional facility Director is to ensure that the Executive Director
of Adult Corrections located in Head Office is notified of the incident as soon as
reasonably practical.
The Information Sharing Policy creates the local procedures referred to in the Serious
Incident Policy to ensure that serious incidents in the facility are reported. Under the
Information Sharing Policy, it is the responsibility of every staff member to report
verbally to the shift/area supervisor any incident or information of note and record that
information in an Incident Log Report as soon as possible, and before leaving the facility.
Incidents are to be reported immediately to the supervising Assistant Deputy Director.
The actions of the admission supervisor do not meet the standard for reporting this
incident in a timely way to his supervisors. In fact, he did not report it at all. He was
aware of the incident before 10 a.m. but took no action to report the matter until
approximately noon that day. When he did attempt to report, finding no supervisor
present he left no request with support staff to have supervisors contact him, nor did he
attempt to report at any other time or through phone or email. He had a significant
responsibility to report once he was aware of the incident and in my view he failed to
meet the requirements of the Policies.
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The admitting officer met one requirement of the Information Sharing Policy by
immediately advising his admission supervisor of the incident. However, he also had an
obligation to prepare an Incident Log Report as soon as possible and, in any event, before
he left the facility. This he did not do. The Incident Log report would have alerted
facility management to the issue. While the admitting officer did prepare an Unlawfully
at Large notice on the CMIS, that notice was not prepared until some eight hours
following the event and the information package necessary to apprise the RCMP of the
inmate’s UAL status was not sent out until over 24 hours following the event. This is a
serious departure from expected performance. Accordingly, in my view, his actions did
not meet the requirement set by the Policies or the standards of performance that would
be expected of personnel in the circumstance.
The Serious Incident Policy also provides that all serious incidents are to be reported to
the Deputy Minister and the Minister through the Executive Director of Adult
Corrections. In terms of how Head Office staff handled this matter, in my view the
requirements of the Policy were met. There is obviously a question whether the Deputy
Minister should have advised the Minister sooner, but as I have stated earlier in this
report, my view is that his actions were not unreasonable.
As a result of your findings, should changes to existing Ministry practices, policies
and procedures be considered to ensure that inappropriate release incidents are
minimized, that officials respond appropriately to them and that timely public
notification is provided?
I would make the following recommendations for changes in practices, policies and
procedures:
1. A clear set of written procedures should be adopted with respect to the
documentation and information exchanged between admitting staff and RCMP
provost/Justice Ministry Sheriffs, and those officials should be trained in the use
of those procedures. If an inmate is returnable regardless of the court ruling, there
should be a very clear “flag” on the documentation provided to the escorting
personnel as the inmate leaves any correctional centre. That “flag” should also be
present on the file which remains with the admitting office file. Any
documentation provided to escorting personnel should be retained on the file of
the escorting office.
2. A review of Divisional Directives and Standing Orders involving admitting
operations and procedures should be considered to determine if there are benefits
to developing policies which are consistent throughout the Province of
Saskatchewan.
3. Staffing was a concern to the admitting staff. A review of staffing levels at the
RPCC should be undertaken to ensure that adequate staffing exists.
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4. Correctional centre management should make certain that employees are aware of
their responsibilities to report serious incidents to their supervisors. A review of
Divisional Security 0012 – “Reporting of Serious Incidents in Correctional
Facilities” should be undertaken to ensure that it appropriately addresses all
incidents to be reported and that local procedures are in place to ensure timely
reporting.
5. Changes in technology should be considered to assist in preventing incidents of
this type. Specifically:
a. consideration should be given as to whether RCMP provost officers and
Justice Ministry Sheriffs should have some form of access to the CMIS
information system at all court locations;
b. consideration should be given to implementing an electronic system which
integrates information management in the court and correctional systems;
and
c. use of the video court system should be expanded throughout all adult
secure custody facilities in the province.
6. Admitting office staff should be given a direction that when an inmate is found to
be unlawfully at large, a UAL notification will be done immediately, the
applicable police service will be advised by telephone, and the UAL package will
be provided to that police service and to Head Office as soon as possible.
7. With respect to notifications of escapes and other serious incidents from adult
secure custody facilities, subject to my comments below, a media advisory should
be issued where an inmate has escaped, been released in error, or where the
inmate is unlawfully at large for any reason if the inmate poses a threat to public
safety. I recommend that the police should be consulted before that advisory is
issued to ensure there are no concerns about such an advisory interfering with a
police investigation, the apprehension of an individual, or the safety of a person.
For example, in situations where a known person is vulnerable (perhaps a witness
who provided evidence against an inmate or a spouse who has been assaulted by
the inmate) notification of those persons most at risk should be attempted first. If
such a situation exists, those concerns should be weighed against the need to
ensure the safety of the public is protected and a decision be made by the Deputy
Minister as to whether an advisory should be issued. Appendix 6 provides a
recommended protocol outlining procedures to advise the Minister, and the
public, where appropriate, in a time sensitive manner of threats to public safety
resulting from adult and youth inmates escaping custody, being released in error
or being otherwise unlawfully at large. I anticipate that these protocol
recommendations will become part of a protocol dealing with a broad range of
incident reporting for Correctional Centres.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, this case began with a relatively simple human error that had the effect of
improperly releasing an inmate from custody. It is a rare event, but nonetheless
concerning. The real difficulty came in the delays in reporting the matter to supervisors
and to the police. The employees involved are well intentioned, hardworking, and have
received commendations for their past service. Any disciplinary steps to be taken with
any CPSP employees as a result of this incident will be the responsibility of the Deputy
Minister of CPSP.
Finally, I would recommend that the suspension be lifted and that the Deputy Minister
continue in his role as a Deputy Minister.
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Appendix 6

PURPOSE
The intent of the interim procedures are to ensure that the Minister, the Deputy
Minister, and the public through the media, are advised of threats to public safety.
These procedures should be applied recognizing that situations may arise where
it may not be in the interest of public safety for the Ministry to advise the public.
Determination of whether or not such a situation has arisen and whether or not an
exception will be made, is at the discretion of the Deputy Minister, informed by
advice from police and senior corrections officials.
•

The following:
 outlines the procedures to be followed for reporting serious adult and youth
corrections incidents to the Deputy Minister and Minister, and;
 defines instances where media advisories would be issued.

AUTHORITY
•

The reporting of serious incidents is addressed in:
 Adult Corrections Security Policy – 0012 for incidents that occur in correctional
facilities
 Adult Corrections Community Operations – Administration – 06 – for the
reporting of serious incidents involving offenders under conditional sentence,
probation or bail supervision
 Young Offender Programs Custody Policy and Procedures Manual Chapter 7
Section 1 for incidents that occur in young offender custody facilities
 Section 110 of the Youth Criminal Justice Act (YCJA) protects the privacy of
young persons. Publication to protect the safety of individuals and the
community can occur in two ways:
¾ The youth court can order publication of identifying information if there is
reason to believe that the young person poses a danger to others and
publication of the information will assist in his/her apprehension. The
legislation requires application by a peace officer.
¾ The youth court may release information on conviction of a serious personal
injury offence if risk of serious harm exists and disclosure will assist in
avoiding the harm.

•

The authority for reviews/investigations of incidents is addressed in:
 Part VII, Section 50(1) of The Correctional Services Act
 Adult Corrections Administration Policy – 0003
 Young Offender Programs Custody Policy and Procedures Manual, Chapter 7
Section 1
 Young Offender Programs Policy and Procedures Manual Chapter 10 Section 1,
Youth Death Policy.
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REPORTING AND NOTIFICATION:

Level 1 - Threats to Public Safety
o Require Immediate Notification
o Issuance of a Media Advisory
Incidents:
Adult Corrections (only)
• Escapes, releases in error and/or when an inmate that may pose a threat to public
safety is unlawfully at large for any reason from adult secure custody facilities
(Regina Provincial Correctional Centre, Saskatoon Provincial Correctional Centre,
Prince Albert Provincial Correctional Centre and Pine Grove Provincial Correctional
Centre).
Process:
Step 1 – The Senior Official responsible for the adult facility will immediately report to
the appropriate police service(s). Thereafter, the Senior Official responsible for the
adult facility will immediately contact the on-call Executive Director by telephone.

•

•

Step 2 – The on-call Executive Director will immediately contact the Deputy Minister
and the on-call Director of Communications by telephone. (NOTE: All references to
the Deputy Minister in the remainder of this memorandum apply to the Deputy
Minister’s Designate if the Deputy Minister is unavailable or unable to act for any
reason).
•
•

Upon being notified by the on-call Executive Director, the Deputy Minister will
immediately contact the Minister’s Chief of Staff by telephone.
If the Deputy Minister is unable to contact the Minister’s Chief of Staff, the
Deputy Minister will immediately contact the Minister by telephone.
•

•

If the on-call Executive Director is unable to contact the Deputy Minister,
the on-call Executive Director will immediately contact the Minister’s Chief
of Staff by telephone.
• If the on-call Executive Director is unable to contact the Minister’s
Chief of Staff, the on-call Executive Director will immediately contact
the Minister by telephone.

After contacting the Minister’s Chief of Staff, or the Minister if the
circumstances require, the Executive Director will immediately contact the
officer in charge of the relevant police service(s) to advise that a media
advisory is being prepared to warn the public about the incident.
• If the police service objects to the issuance of a Media Advisory due to
exceptional operational issues that could prejudice ongoing investigations
or endanger members of the public who are uniquely at risk as a result of
the Level 1 incident, the Deputy Minister shall consider whether such
issues outweigh the immediate and pressing need to notify the public as
soon as possible and decide if an exception is to be made.
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•

•

•

•

If the Deputy Minister determines that an exception to the issuance of
a Media Advisory should be made, the Deputy Minister will advise the
Minister immediately.

Step 3 – As soon as operationally possible, an Incident Report will be prepared by
the Senior Official at the adult facility and forwarded to the on-call Executive Director,
the on-call Director of Communications and the Deputy Minister’s Office by e-mail.
Step 4 – The on-call Executive Director will as soon as possible prepare and provide
the Minister’s Office, Deputy Minister’s Office, and the on-call Director of
Communications a fact sheet based on the contents of the Incident Report.
Step 5 – Concurrently with the preparation of the fact sheet, the on-call Director of
Communications will prepare a Media Advisory. It will immediately be circulated to
the Deputy Minister’s Office, Minister’s Office and Executive Council upon
completion. Upon receiving confirmation from the Minister’s office or Executive
Council that the Media Advisory can be released, it will be provided to media outlets
immediately.
•

In the event that including the identity of the individual(s) at large in the Media
Advisory would delay its provision to media outlets, the Media Advisory will
simply list the number of individual(s) that are at large from the adult secure
correctional facility, with a second Media Advisory containing the identity of
the individual(s) to follow as soon as that information can be released.

Level 2 – Serious Incidents – No Immediate Threat to Public Safety
o Require Immediate Notification
o No Immediate Media Advisory
Incidents:
Adult Corrections Custody Programs
• Attempted escapes from secure custody.
• Adult Inmates who do not pose a threat to public safety who are unlawfully at large
for any reason.
Young Offender Secure Custody Programs
• Escapes/attempted escapes.
• Releases in error and/or youth who are unlawfully at large for any reason from young
offender secure custody.
Process:
Step 1 – The Senior Official responsible for the adult or youth facility will
immediately:
• Report the matter to the appropriate police service; and
• Contact the on-call Executive Director by telephone.
• Step 2 – The on-call Executive Director contacts:
• The Deputy Minister and the Director of Communications by telephone.
• If the on-call Executive Director is unable to contact the Deputy Minister, the
on-call Executive Director will contact the Minister’s Chief of Staff by
telephone.
•
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If the on-call Executive Director is unable to contact the Minister’s Chief of
Staff, the on-call Executive Director will contact the Minister by telephone.
Step 3 – An Incident Report will be prepared by the Senior Official at the adult or
youth facility and forwarded to the on-call Executive Director, the Director of
Communications, and the Deputy Minister’s Office by e-mail.
Step 4 – The on-call Executive Director will provide the Minister’s Office, Deputy
Minister’s Office, and Director of Communications with a 1 page fact sheet based on
the contents of the Incident Report as soon as possible.
An immediate Media Advisory will not be issued. A Media Advisory may be issued, if
circumstances warrant, at a later time for reasons of public safety or to assist in the
apprehension of the offender. In the case of Young Offenders, identification of a
young offender is prohibited under the Youth Criminal Justice Act except where
authorized by a Youth Court Judge.

Level 3 – Incidents – Low risk to Public Safety
o Require Weekly Notification
o No Media Advisory
Incidents:
Adult Corrections and Young Offender Programs
• Unlawfully at larges and escapes from community training residences, community
correctional centres, urban camps, open custody and those who tamper with
electronic monitoring bracelets.
• Individuals sentenced to intermittent custody (i.e. live at home all week and spend
weekends in custody) who do not show up for custody on the weekend.
Process:
Step 1 – The Executive Directors of Corrections and Young Offender Programs will
provide a weekly report to the Executive Assistant to the Deputy Minister and the
Director of Communications.
• Step 2 – The Deputy Minister’s Office will provide the report to the Minister’s Office.
• Step 3 – No Media Advisory will be issued.
•

MEDIA INQUIRIES:
•
•

•

In all cases, media inquiries are to be forwarded to the Ministry’s Communications
Branch Director.
Communications, in consultation with the affected branch and the Deputy Minister’s
Office, will determine if a response is necessary and who the most appropriate
spokesperson will be.
The Minister’s Office will be advised of all media inquiries by the Director of
Communications, and will be consulted with regarding the most appropriate
spokesperson and messaging for a response.

